BOOK CLUB 2021 READING LIST

6:30PM-7:30pm at the Lodi Memorial Library: director@lodi.bccls.org for more info
Tuesday, January 12, 2021
And Then There Were None by Agatha Christie-274 pages
"Ten . . ."
Ten strangers are lured to an isolated island mansion off the Devon coast by a mysterious "U. N.
Owen.""Nine . . ."At dinner a recorded message accuses each of them in turn of having a guilty secret,
and by the end of the night one of the guests is dead."Eight . . ."
Stranded by a violent storm, and haunted by a nursery rhyme counting down one by one . . . as one by
one . . . they begin to die."Seven . . ."
Which among them is the killer and will any of them survive?

Tuesday, February 9, 2021
Mrs. Lincoln’s Dressmaker by Jennifer Chiaverini-368 pages
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Chiaverini illuminates the extraordinary friendship
between Mary Todd Lincoln and Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley, a former slave who won her freedom by
the skill of her needle, and the friendship of the First Lady by her devotion.
In Mrs. Lincoln’s Dressmaker, novelist Jennifer Chiaverini presents a stunning account of the
friendship that blossomed between Mary Todd Lincoln and her seamstress, Elizabeth “Lizzie”
Keckley, a former slave who gained her professional reputation in Washington, D.C. by outfitting the
city’s elite. Keckley made history by sewing for First Lady Mary Todd Lincoln within the White House, a trusted
witness to many private moments between the President and his wife, two of the most compelling figures in
American history.

Tuesday, March 9, 2021
The answer is ... reflections on my life by Alex Trebek – 290 pages
Longtime Jeopardy! host and television icon Alex Trebek reflects on his life and career.
The book combines illuminating personal anecdotes with Trebek's thoughts on a range of topics,
including marriage, parenthood, education, success, spirituality, and philanthropy. Trebek also
addresses the questions he gets asked most often by Jeopardy! fans , such as what prompted him to
shave his signature mustache, his insights on legendary players like Ken Jennings and James
Holzhauer, and his opinion of Will Ferrell's Saturday Night Live impersonation. The book uses a
novel structure inspired by Jeopardy!, with each chapter title in the form of a question, and features
dozens of never-before-seen photos that candidly capture Trebek over the years.

Tuesday, April 13, 2021
The President is Missing: a novel by Bill Clinton and James Patterson – 513 pages
The White House is the home of the President of the United States, the most guarded, monitored,
closely watched person in the world. So how could a U.S. President vanish without a trace? And why
would he choose to do so? An unprecedented collaboration between President Bill Clinton and the
world's bestselling novelist, James Patterson, The President Is Missing is a breathtaking story from
the pinnacle of power. Full of what it truly feels like to be the person in the Oval Office--the mindboggling pressure, the heartbreaking decisions, the exhilarating opportunities, the soul-wrenching
power--this is the thriller of the decade, confronting the darkest threats that face the world today, with the highest
stakes conceivable.
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Tuesday, May 11, 2021
The scent keeper by Erica Bauermeister – 313 pages
Emmeline lives an enchanted childhood on a remote island with her father, who teaches her about
the natural world through her senses. What he won't explain are the mysterious scents stored in
the drawers that line the walls of their cabin, or the origin of the machine that creates them. As
Emmeline grows, however, so too does her curiosity, until one day the unforeseen happens, and
Emmeline is vaulted out into the real world--a place of love, betrayal, ambition, and revenge. To
understand her past, Emmeline must unlock the clues to her identity, a quest that challenges the
limits of her heart and imagination.

Tuesday, June 8, 2021
Becoming by Michelle Obama – 426 pages
In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most
iconic and compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of America, she helped
create the most welcoming and inclusive White House in history. With unerring honesty and lively
wit, she describes her triumphs and her disappointments, both public and private. A deeply
personal reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations.

Tuesday, July 13, 2021
The Beach House by Jane Green-352 pages
She's known as the crazy woman who lives in the big old rambling house on the top of a bluff in
Nantucket, but at 65 years old, Nan doesn't care what people think. If her neighbors are away, why
shouldn't she skinny dip in their swimming pools? Her husband died 20 years ago, her beauty has
faded, her family flown, and when she discovers that the money she thought would last forever is
running out and she may lose her beloved house, she knows she has to make drastic changes.
Slowly people start moving in to the house, filling it with noise again, with laughter, and with tears.
There is Daniel, recently divorced and a father of two girls, who is struggling to find out who he really is, and Daff,
the single mother of a truculent teenager who blames her unreservedly for the divorce. As the house comes alive
again, Nan finds her family extending. Her son comes home for the summer, and then an unexpected visitor throws
all their lives upside down.

Tuesday, August 10, 2021
The Silent Patient by Alex Michaelides – 325 pages
Alicia Berenson’s life is seemingly perfect. A famous painter married to an in-demand fashion
photographer, she lives in a grand house with big windows overlooking a park in one of London’s
most desirable areas. One evening her husband Gabriel returns home late from a fashion shoot, and
Alicia shoots him five times in the face, and then never speaks another word. Alicia’s refusal to talk, or
give any kind of explanation, turns a domestic tragedy into something far grander, a mystery that
captures the public imagination and casts Alicia into notoriety. The price of her art skyrockets, and
she, the silent patient, is hidden away from the tabloids and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic unit in North
London. Theo Faber is a criminal psychotherapist who has waited a long time for the opportunity to work with
Alicia. His determination to get her to talk and unravel the mystery of why she shot her husband takes him down a
twisting path into his own motivations—a search for the truth that threatens to consume him....
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Tuesday, September 14, 2021
A Thousand Splendid Suns by Kahaled Hosseini-372 pages
After 103 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list and with four million copies of The Kite Runner
shipped, Khaled Hosseini returns with a beautiful, riveting, and haunting novel that confirms his place
as one of the most important literary writers today.
Born a generation apart and with very different ideas about love and family, Mariam and Laila are two
women brought jarringly together by war, by loss and by fate. As they endure the ever escalating dangers around
them-in their home as well as in the streets of Kabul-they come to form a bond that makes them both sisters and
mother-daughter to each other, and that will ultimately alter the course not just of their own lives but of the next
generation. With heart-wrenching power and suspense, Hosseini shows how a woman's love for her family can
move her to shocking and heroic acts of self-sacrifice, and that in the end it is love, or even the memory of love, that
is often the key to survival.
A stunning accomplishment, A Thousand Splendid Suns is a haunting, heartbreaking, compelling story of an
unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship, and an indestructible love.

Tuesday, October 12, 2021
My Brilliant Friend by Elena Ferrante-331 pages
The story begins in the 1950s, in a poor but vibrant neighborhood on the outskirts of Naples. Growing
up on these tough streets the two girls learn to rely on each other ahead of anyone or anything else.
As they grow, as their paths repeatedly diverge and converge, Elena and Lila remain best friends
whose respective destinies are reflected and refracted in the other. They are likewise the
embodiments of a nation undergoing momentous change. Through the lives of these two women,
Ferrante tells the story of a neighborhood, a city, and a country as it is transformed in ways that, in
turn, also transform the relationship between her protagonists, the unforgettable Elena and Lila.

Tuesday, November 9, 2021
The Good Earth by Pearl S. Buck- 357 pages
A young farmer named Wang Lung marries a selfless, loyal slave girl, O-Lan. Wang is initially devoted
to the land and rises to prosperity. Later, however, Wang deserts the land and takes a second wife and
tragedy threatens to overwhelm him. Eventually Wang realizes that the land and O-Lan mean more to
him than his wealth.
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Tuesday, December 7, 2021
A Good Neighborhood by Therese Anne Fowler – 352 pages
In Oak Knoll, a tight-knit North Carolina neighbourhood, professor of forestry and ecology Valerie
Alston-Holt is raising her bright and talented biracial son. All is well until the Whitmans move in
next door - an apparently traditional family with new money, ambition, and a secretly troubled
teenage daughter.
With little in common except a property line, these two very different families quickly find
themselves at odds over an historic oak tree in Valerie's yard.
But as they fight, they fail to notice that there is a romance blossoming between their two teenagers. A romance
that will challenge the carefully constructed concepts of class and race in this small community. A romance that
might cause everything to shatter...

Tuesday, January 11, 2022
American Dirt by Jeanine Cummings – 380 pages
Lydia Quixano Perez lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco. She runs a bookstore. She has a son, Luca,
the love of her life, and a wonderful husband who is a journalist. And while there are cracks
beginning to show in Acapulco because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large, fairly comfortable.
Even though she knows they'll never sell, Lydia stocks some of her all-time favorite books in her
store. And then one day a man enters the shop to browse and comes up to the register with four
books he would like to buy-two of them her favorites. Javier is erudite. He is charming. And,
unbeknownst to Lydia, he is the jefe of the newest drug cartel that has gruesomely taken over the city. When
Lydia's husband's tell-all profile of Javier is published, none of their lives will ever be the same. Forced to flee,
Lydia and eight-year-old Luca soon find themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middle-class
existence. Instantly transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la bestia-trains that make their way north
toward the United States, which is the only place Javier's reach doesn't extend. As they join the countless people
trying to reach el norte, Lydia soon sees that everyone is running from something. But what exactly are they
running to? American Dirt will leave readers utterly changed when they finish reading it. A page-turner filled with
poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page, it is a literary achievement.

